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Testi brevi di accompagnamento. Linguistica, semiotica, traduzione – Nov 17 2022
La brevitas non è certo una invenzione recente. Incisioni e graffiti, fin da tempi remoti, rappresentano forme espressive concise, lapidarie, affidate a supporti che, per loro natura, non lasciano spazio a messaggi di ampio respiro: pietra, muro, manufatti. Tuttavia, la brevità non coincide necessariamente con la (poca) lunghezza: essa ha, al contrario, una propria retorica, stilistica e poetica, poiché riguarda le caratteristiche di una scrittura che tende a una conclusione formale ottenuta attraverso specifici fattori di condensazione, sintesi ed economia. Di conseguenza, a dispetto della – o grazie alla – concisione, le forme brevi rappresentano unità di informazione ad alto contenuto. L'estetica del corto è insomma caratterizzata da una ricercata densità semantica, per cui la brevità “non è un ripiego, bensì un punto di forza” (A. Abruzzese) grazie alla sua intensità comunicativa. I contributi del libro prendono in considerazione la brevitas nell’interazione tra modi semiotici differenti (linguaggio, immagini, simboli, oggetti, voce) in ambiti di varia natura: espografica, giornalismo, pubblicità, cinema, traduzione, interpretazione.

Lucretius Poet and Philosopher – Feb 08 2022
Six hundred years after Poggio’s retrieval of the De rerum natura, and with the recent surge of interest in Lucretius and his influence, there has never been a better time to fully assess and recognize the shaping force of his thought and poetry over European culture from antiquity to modern times. This volume offers a multidisciplinary and updated overview of Lucretius as philosopher and as poet, with special attention to how these two aspects interact. The volume includes 18 contributions by established as well as early career scholars working on Lucretius’ philosophical and poetic work, and his reception both in ancient and early modern times. All the chapters present new and original research. Section I explores core issues of Epicurean–Lucretian epistemology and ethics. Section II expounds much new material on ancient response to and reception of Lucretius. Section III presents new material and analysis on the immediate, fraught early modern reception of the poem. Section IV offers a wide collection of new and original papers on Lucretius’ fortunes in the period from Machiavelli up to Victorian times. Section V explores little known aspects of the iconographical and biographical motifs related to the De rerum natura.

Libri, lettori e biblioteche dell'Italia medievale (secoli IX-XV) – Sep 22 2020
'Space, Time and Language in Plutarch – Jan 27 2021
'Space and time' have been key concepts of investigation in the humanities in recent years. In the field of Classics in particular, they have led to the fresh appraisal of genres such as epic, historiography, the novel and biography, by enabling a close focus on how ancient texts invest their representations of space and time with a variety of symbolic and cultural meanings. This collection of essays by a team of international scholars seeks to make a contribution to this rich interdisciplinary field, by exploring how space and time are perceived, linguistically codified and portrayed in the biographical and philosophical work of Plutarch of Chaeronea (1st-2nd centuries CE). The volume's aim is to show how philological approaches, in conjunction with socio-cultural readings, can shed light on Plutarch's spatial terminology and clarify his conceptions of time, especially in terms of the ways in which he situates himself in his era's fascination with the past. The volume's
intended readership includes Classicists, intellectual and cultural historians and scholars whose field of expertise embraces theoretical study of space and time, along with the linguistic strategies used to portray them in literary or historical texts.

Dimensioni bizantine - Jun 24 2023

Reassessing Reform - Apr 29 2021


The Gastronomical Arts in Spain includes essays that span from the medieval to the contemporary world, providing a taste of the many ways in which the art of gastronomy developed in Spain over time. This collection encompasses a series of cultural objects and a number of interests, ranging from medicine to science, from meals to banquets, and from specific recipes to cookbooks. The contributors consider Spanish cuisine as presented in a variety of texts, including literature, medical and dietary prescriptions, historical documents, cookbooks, and periodicals. They draw on literary texts in their socio-historical context in order to explore concerns related to the production and consumption of food for reasons of hunger, sustenance, health, and even gluttony. Structured into three distinct "courses" that focus on the history of foodstuffs, food etiquette, and culinary fashion, The Gastronomical Arts in Spain brings together the many sights and sounds of the Spanish kitchen throughout the centuries.

A Cultural History of the Senses in the Renaissance - Oct 04 2021

We know the Renaissance as a key period in the history of Europe. It saw the development of court and urban cultures, witnessed the first global voyages of discovery and gave rise to the Reformation and Counter Reformation. It also started with the 'invention' of oil painting, linear perspective and moveable type, all visual technologies. Does that mean, as has been suggested, that the Renaissance stands for the 'ascendancy of the eye'? If so, then what happened to the sensory extremes which the famous Dutch historian Johan Huizinga still perceived in the 15th century? Did they simply disappear? Or is there another history to be told, a history of a surprising continuity, not only of the sense of hearing but also of the 'lower' senses -- those of taste, smell and touch?
And was the Renaissance not first and foremost a time of deep sensory anxiety? This volume, assembling nine outstanding specialists, seeks to answer these questions while offering a lively and 'sensational' portrait of the period. A Cultural History of the Senses in the Renaissance presents essays on the following topics: the social life of the senses; urban sensations; the senses in the marketplace; the senses in religion; the senses in philosophy and science; medicine and the senses; the senses in literature; art and the senses; and sensory media. Anonymity in Eighteenth-Century Italian Publishing - May 23 2023

This book focuses on the different forms in which authorship came to be expressed in eighteenth-century Italian publishing. It analyses both the affirmation of the "author function", and, above all, its paradoxical opposite: the use of anonymity, a centuries-old practice present everywhere in Europe but often neglected by scholarship. The reasons why authors chose to publish their works anonymously were manifold, including prudence, fear of censorship, modesty, fear of personal criticism, or simple divertissement. In many cases, it was an ethical choice, especially for ecclesiastics. The Italian case provides a key perspective on the study of anonymity in the European context, contributing to the analysis of an overlooked topic in academic studies. A Companion to Byzantine Poetry - Jun 19 2020

This book offers the first complete survey of the Byzantine poetic production (4th to 15th centuries). It examines the use of poetry in various sociocultural settings in Constantinople and various other centres of the Byzantine empire. Printed Media in Fin-de-siecle Italy - Jan 19 2023

"The Unification of Italy in 1870 heralded a period of unprecedented change. While successive Liberal governments pursued imperial ventures and took Italy into World War One on the Allied side, on the domestic front technological advance, the creation of a national transport network, the expansion of state education, internal migration to cities and the rise of political associations all contributed to the rapid expansion of the print industry and the development of new and highly diversified reading publics. Drawing on publishers' archives, letters, diaries, and printed material, this book provide the most up-to-date research into the printed media - books, magazines and journals - in Italy between 1870 and 1914. With essays on publishers and reading communities, the professionalization of the role of journalist and writer, children's literature, book illustrations, and printed media in colonial territories among others, this book is intended for those with interests in cultural production and consumption and questions of nation-formation and nationhood in and outside Italy. With the contributions: Ann Hallamore Caesar, Gabriella Romani- Introduction John Davis- Media, Markets and Modernity: The Italian Case, 1870-1915 Maria Grazia Lolla- Reader/Power: The Politics and Poetics of Reading in Post-Unification Italy Joseph Luzzi- Verga Economicus: Language, Money, and Identity in I Malavoglia and Mastro-don Gesualdo Olivia Santovetti- The Cliche of the Romantic Female Reader and the Paradox of Novelistic Illusion: Federico De Roberto's L'Illusione (1891) Francesca Billiani- Intelleltuali militanti, funzionari e tecnologici, etica ed estetica in tre riviste fiorentine d'inizio secolo: Il Regno, La Voce, e Lacerba (1903-1914) Luca Somigli- Towards a Literary Modernity all'italiana: A Note on F. T. Marinetti's Poesia Silvia Valisa- Casa editrice Sonzogno. Mediazione culturale, circuiti del sapere ed innovazione tecnologica nell'Italia unificata (1861-1900) Matteo Salvadore- At the Borders of 'Dark Africa': Italian Expeditions to Ethiopia and the Bollettino della Societa Geografica Italiana, 1867-1887 Ombretta Frau- L'editore delle signore: Licinio Cappelli e la narrativa femminile fra Otto e Novecento Cristina Gragnani- Il lettore in copertina. Flirt rivista di splendore e declino (Primo tempo:

Il contrastato rapporto tra italiani e libri, la fatica di comprendere e gustare i classici della letteratura, sottoposti a divieti e censure e scritti in una lingua difficile, diversa da quella della quotidianità, hanno origini lontane. Cercando di restituire complessità e ambigue sfumature del tema, il volume mostra come in età moderna prendesse forma una particolare "via italica" al mondo dei testi, un sentiero stretto su cui si avventuravano con qualche rischio anche lettori non professionali quali popolani, donne e bambini.

L'esame di fonti diverse - storiche, letterarie, folkloriche - rivela che le difficoltà fraposte alla lettura individuale, pur indebolendo i contatti diretti, favorivano altri usi dei testi, in grado talvolta di avvicinare illetterati e analfabeti a scrittori come Ariosto e Tasso. Il fenomeno è particolarmente evidente nel caso delle storie cavalleresche d'armi e d'amore, diffuse tanto nelle piazze quanto nelle corti, ma vale anche a spiegare il successo delle pubblicazioni teatrali, alimentato dal ricordo di voci e gesti di attori. Su questi terreni al confine tra oralità e scrittura, tra consumo popolare e colto, accadeva che spezzoni di opere famose riuscissero a propagarsi oltre le cerchie privilegiate, forzando il passaggio tra consolidate barriere culturali grazie al sostegno di versi, canto e immagini. 

Food, Feasting and Table Manners in the Late Middle Ages - Sep 03 2021

This book offers a study of what and how people ate in the Iberian Peninsula between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries. It has long been recognized that Mediterranean cultures attach great importance to communal meals and food cooked with great refinement. However, whilst medieval feasting in England, France and Italy has been thoroughly studied, Spain and Portugal have both been somewhat neglected in this area of study. This volume analyses how medieval men of the Iberian Peninsula questioned themselves about different aspects deemed important in social feasting. It investigates the acquisition of table manners and rhetorical skills, the interaction between medicine and eating, and the presence of food in literature and religion. The book also shows how this shared society and culture, as well as their attitude towards food, connected them to a Western European tradition. The book will appeal to scholars and students alike interested in food and feasting from the perspectives of literature, history, language, art, religion and medicine, and to those interested in a social, cultural and literary overview of life in the Iberian Peninsula during the late Middle Ages. Studies on Greek and Coptic Majuscule Scripts and Books - Jul 01 2021

The volume contains a critical review of data, results and open problems concerning the principal Greek and Coptic majuscule bookhands, based on previous research of the author, revised and updated to offer an overview of the different graphic phenomena. Although the various chapters address the history of different types of scripts (i.e. biblical majuscule, sloping poitend majuscule, liturgical majuscule, epigraphic and monumental scripts), their juxtaposition allows us to identify common issues of the comparative method of palaeography. From an overall critical assessment of these aspects the impossibility of applying a unique historical paradigm to interpret the formal expressions and the history of the different bookhands comes up, due to the fact that each script follows different paths. Particular attention is also devoted to the use of Greek majuscules in the writing of ancient Christian
books. A modern and critical awareness of palaeographic method may help to place the individual witnesses in the context of the main graphic trends, in the social and cultural environments in which they developed, and in a more accurate chronological framework. **Viaggi di testi e di libri** – Aug 26 2023

Insegnare la Letteratura – Feb 20 2023

Grazie a questo libro svilupperete una migliore comprensione delle selezioni di testi, attraverso le domande di discussione e saggio messe a disposizione. Con l'aiuto di questo libro, potrete inoltre imparare o anche insegnare agli studenti a: Leggere analiticamente le selezioni tratte da varie epoche. Imparare a relazionare la letteratura con la vita personale. Apprezzate le diverse letterature provenienti da diverse regioni. Confrontare e contrapporre opere letterarie. **Testo agiografico e orizzonte visivo** – Aug 02 2021


The essays in this volume reflect the broader interpretation of culture as a system of shared meanings, values, attitudes and symbolic forms in any sphere of human life. Although thematically diverse, all these studies adhere to the concept of what is sometimes termed the new cultural history or socio-cultural history. The work opens with a cluster of methodological and historiographical reflections. Topics covered by the thematic sections include confessional and religious life in early modern Europe, symbolism and representation, strife and accommodation among different denominations compelled to live in a common space, order and hierarchy, cracks in the machinery of authority and the threat of disintegration as well as the history of alphabetization, literacy and reading and writing practices. This book pays tribute to István György Tóth (1956–2005), Head of the Department of Early-Modern History at the Institute of History of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and Professor of History at Central European University (both in Budapest), until his premature death in 2005. **Church and Censorship in Eighteenth-Century Italy** – Sep 15 2022

Dealing with the issue of ecclesiastical censorship and control over reading and readers, this study challenges the traditional view that during the eighteenth century the Catholic Church in Italy underwent an inexorable decline. It reconstructs the strategies used by the ecclesiastical leadership to regulate the press and culture during a century characterized by important changes, from the spread of the Enlightenment to the creation of a state censorship apparatus. Based on the archival records of the Roman Inquisition and the Congregation of the Index of Forbidden Books preserved in the Vatican, it provides a comprehensive analysis of the Catholic Church’s endeavour to keep literature and reading in check by means of censorship and the promotion of a "good" press. The crisis of the Inquisition system did not imply a general diminution of the Church’s involvement in controlling the press. Rather than being effective instruments of repression, the Inquisition and the Index combined to create an ideological apparatus to resist new ideas and to direct
public opinion. This was a network mainly inspired by Counter-Enlightenment principles which would go on to influence the Church’s action well beyond the eighteenth century. This book is an English translation of Il governo della lettura: Chiesa e libri nell’Italia del Settecento (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2007).

The Genres of Late Antique Christian Poetry - May 31 2021

Classicizing Christian poetry has largely been neglected by literary scholars, but has recently been receiving growing attention, especially the poetry written in Latin. One of the objectives of this volume is to redress the balance by allowing more space to discussions of Greek Christian poetry. The contributions collected here ask how Christian poets engage with (and are conscious of) the double reliance of their poetry on two separate systems: on the one hand, the classical poetic models and, on the other, the various genres and sub-genres of Christian prose. Keeping in mind the different settings of the Greek-speaking East and the Latin-speaking West, the contributions seek to understand the impact of historical setting on genre, the influence of the paideia shared by authors and audiences, and the continued relevance of traditional categories of literary genre. While our immediate focus is genre, most of the contributions also engage with the ideological ramifications of the transposition of Christian themes into classicizing literature. This volume offers important and original case studies on the reception and appropriation of the classical past and its literary forms by Christian poetry.

Il lettore nel testo - Mar 21 2023

Questo libro presenta un progetto che si propone di studiare la presenza della figura del lettore nei testi letterari e nei media. Si tratta di un'esplorazione di situazioni in cui si parla di lettore e di lettura (per esempio perché l'autore si rivolge ai lettori, perché il lettore compare come personaggio, perché si parla di lettura, ecc.), con l'obiettivo di raccogliere testimonianze che riguardano culture e forme di comunicazione diverse e anche diversi momenti nella storia. Sono stati raccolti dodici contributi, che ci permettono di esplorare il campo attraverso gli occhi e la competenza di studiosi dotati di competenze diverse, stili e interessi diversi, in modo da costruire una prima campionatura dell'oggetto dello studio. Si parla del lettore collaborativo di Dante Alighieri, di lettori e pubblico nella novellistica italiana del XV° secolo, di lettura e (ri)scrittura dell'antico negli antiquari rinascimentali, di lettura nelle scrittrici siciliane dell'Otto-Novecento, del lettore nella forma breve del narrare nel primo Novecento in Italia, di immagini di lettori nella critica letteraria italiana di inizio Novecento, di lettura e lettore nelle narrazioni post-apocalittiche, della figura del lettore nella prosa emiliana contemporanea, del lettore nel Bildungsroman contemporaneo, di lettori nel cinema e dell'atto di lettura dei testi digitali. Testo e immagine nell'alto Medioevo - Oct 24 2020

Genealogies of Fiction - Dec 06 2021

A study of intertextuality, gender, and dynastic politics in Ariosto's Orlando furioso and in medieval and Renaissance chivalric epic.

Le diverse pagine. Il testo letterario tra scrittore, editore, lettore - Mar 09 2022

Chi decide di pubblicare un determinato libro e quale titolo dargli? Chi seleziona l'immagine di copertina e le parole dei risvolti? Quale testo trova il lettore? Ogni edizione, del resto, è sempre diversa in base all'interpretazione dell'editore. I capitoli di "Le diverse pagine" rispondono a queste e a tante altre domande, spiegando - di capitolo in capitolo e con ampia ricchezza di esempi qual è il ruolo dell'editore, come compie le sue scelte, come interviene sulla scrittura di un autore e come, infine, attraverso la forma del libro, suggerisce al lettore che cosa leggere. Afterlives of the Garden - Nov 24 2020

The collection of essays in this volume offers fresh insights into varied
modalities of reception of Epicurean thought among Roman authors of the late Republican and Imperial eras. Its generic purview encompasses prose as well as poetic texts by both minor and major writers in the Latin literary canon, including the anonymous poems, Ciris and Aetna, and an elegy from the Tibullan corpus by the female poet, Sulpicia. Major figures include the Augustan poets, Vergil and Horace, and the late antique Christian theologian, Augustine. The method of analysis employed in the essays is uniformly interdisciplinary and reveals the depth of the engagement of each ancient author with major preoccupations of Epicurean thought, such as the balanced pursuit of erotic pleasure in the context of human flourishing and the role of the gods in relation to human existence. The ensemble of nuanced interpretations testifies to the immense vitality of the Epicurean philosophical tradition throughout Greco-Roman antiquity and thereby provides a welcome and substantial contribution to the burgeoning field of reception studies.

Rhetorical Exercises from Late Antiquity - May 11 2022
The first translation, produced by a team of eight scholars, of the Declamations and Preliminary Talks of the sixth-century sophist Choricius of Gaza. Declamations, deliberative or judicial orations on fictitious themes, were the fundamental advanced exercises of the rhetorical schools of the Roman Empire, of interest also to audiences outside the schools. Some of Choricius' declamations are on generic themes (e.g. a tyrannicide, a war-hero), while others are based on specific motifs from Homeric times or from classical Greek history. The Preliminary Talks were typical prefaces to orations of all kinds. This volume also contains a detailed study of Choricius' reception in Byzantium and Renaissance Italy. It will be of interest to students of late antiquity, ancient rhetoric, and ancient education.

The Sublime in Antiquity - Nov 05 2021
Detailed new account of the historical emergence and conceptual reach of the sublime both before and after Longinus.

The Centre and the Margins in Eighteenth-Century British and Italian Cultures - Dec 18 2022
The relationship between the cultural Centre and cultural Margins has fascinated scholars for generations. Who, or what, determines what shall constitute the 'Centre' of a culture, its sacred and canonical forms and substance, and what the Margins? There are significant examples of the Margins of one generation moving to become the Centre of another. These are more than mere shifts of fashion and represent nothing less than a seismic cultural shift. How, and in what circumstances, can such a ... Politics and Sentiments in Risorgimento Italy - Jun 12 2022
This book investigates the narrative of nationhood during the Italian Risorgimento and its ability to reach a new and wider audience. In Italy, an extraordinary emotional excitement pervaded the struggle for national independence, suffusing the speeches and actions of patriots. This book shows how this ardour borrowed the tones, figures and spectacular nature of the melodramatic imagination feeding the theatre and literature of the time, and how it could resonate with a largely uneducated audience. An important contribution to the new historiography on the Italian Risorgimento and on nineteenth-century nationalism in Europe, it offers a fresh perspective on the public sphere during the Risorgimento, focusing on the transnational links between political mobilisation and the growth of new media and burgeoning mass culture.

Metacognizione ed educazione - Aug 22 2020
Testo, scrittura, editoria multimediale - Oct 16 2022
Intertextuality and the Reading of Roman Poetry - Feb 25 2021
How can we explain the process by which a literary text refers to another text? For the past decade and a half, intertextuality has been a central concern of scholars and readers of Roman poetry. In Intertextuality and the Reading of Roman Poetry, Lowell Edmunds proceeds from such fundamental concepts as
"author," "text," and "reader," which he then applies to passages from Vergil, Horace, Ovid, and Catullus. Edmunds combines close readings of poems with analysis of recent theoretical models to argue that allusion has no linguistic or semiotic basis: there is nothing in addition to the alluding words that causes the allusion or the reference to be made. Intertextuality is a matter of reading. **Collana "lettori e testi."** – Jul 13 2022

*Scrittura di testi e produzione di libri. Libri e lettori a Brescia tra Medioevo ed Età moderna – Oct 28 2023
2006 – Apr 22 2023*

Die IBOHS verzeichnet jährlich die bedeutendsten Neuerscheinungen geschichtswissenschaftlicher Monographien und Zeitschriftenartikel weltweit, die inhaltlich von der Vor- und Frühgeschichte bis zur jüngsten Vergangenheit reichen. Sie ist damit die derzeit einzige laufende Bibliographie dieser Art, die thematisch, zeitlich und geographisch ein derart breites Spektrum abdeckt. Innerhalb der systematischen Gliederung nach Zeitalter, Region oder historischer Disziplin sind die Werke nach Autorennamen oder charakteristischem Titelhauptwort aufgelistet. **Writing and Translating for Children** – Mar 29 2021

This volume features a variety of essays on writing for children, ranging from studies of classic authors to an analysis of the role of pictures in children's books, to an examination of comics and theatre for the young. **La scrittura come scoperta** – Apr 10 2022

La scrittura come scoperta è un saggio filosofico che indaga sul ruolo svolto dalla scrittura tanto nella creazione letteraria quanto nella formazione del pensiero. Per far questo è necessario interrogarsi sulla natura propria della scrittura, sui suoi connotati di fondo, sulle implicazioni che presenta, analizzando autori di diversa provenienza, le cui riflessioni, al di là dei limiti disciplinari, possono offrire un significativo riscontro all'idea di scrittura che qui viene presentata. Non c'è autore che non concordi con il principio generale di Vilém Flusser, che sosteneva: “è solo scrivendo che, con sorpresa, si scopre quello che volevamo scrivere”. Tuttavia di una cosa siamo sicuri: che l'essenziale si trovi ancora al di là della scrittura.

L'inesprimibile è il centro invisibile a cui essa si rivolge, anche se scrivere non è rivelare, ma nascondere, ovvero “un'arte di rivelare la verità mediante la sua dissimulazione” (Leo Strauss). **Lettori e testi** – Jul 25 2023

*Storia della storiografia* – Aug 14 2022

Thank you enormously much for downloading **Le Carte Piene Di Sogni Testi E Lettori In Eta Mo**. Maybe you have knowledge that, people have look numerous period for their favorite books when this Le Carte Piene Di Sogni Testi E Lettori In Eta Mo, but end taking place in harmful downloads.

Rather than enjoying a good PDF following a mug of coffee in the afternoon, otherwise they juggled with some harmful virus inside their computer. **Le Carte Piene Di Sogni Testi E Lettori In Eta Mo** is nearby in our digital library an online right of entry to it is set as public fittingly you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in multipart countries, allowing you to get the most less latency period to download any of our books in the manner of this one. Merely said, the Le Carte Piene Di Sogni Testi E Lettori In Eta Mo is universally compatible afterward any devices to read.